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Abstract
This paper deals with a robotic system for the steel beam assembly task in building construction.
Applying the robotic system on the steel beam assembly, we pursue such advantage as improving safety for
workers and reducing construction period and cost. The robotic bolting device suggested in this paper has a
gantry-type moving apparatus which includes a bolting end-effector. The bolting end-effector is designed
especially for bolting mechanism using TS(Torque Shear) type bolt. In order to perform the bolting assembly
tests, we made an experimental testbed which was similar to a real steel construction environment. Through
the tests, we acquired feasible results for applying the robotic bolting device to real steel construction sites.
Keywords: Construction robot, bolting, steel beam assembly, robotic bolting device.
1. Introduction
In recent years, various studies have been attempted to employ robotic technologies to construction field.
As an example, in Korea, a research on the development of the Construction Automation System of Highrising Building was initiated[1,2]. This system is based on CF(Construction Factory) technology[3,4]. CF is a
factory-like structure in which several construction robots are equipped to automate construction works.
This project consists of four research categories like follows: (1) Construction automation system planning
and integration for robotic crane based high-rise building structure, (2) Climbing hydraulic robot and CF
structure technology, (3) Robotic crane based construction material installation technology, and (4)
RFID(Radio Frequency IDentification) and multi-DOF CAD based intelligent construction material supply
system. Figure 1 shows a 1/20 size model of the construction automation system.
This paper focuses on “(3) Robotic crane based construction material installation technology”. In order
to perform the task (3), an automation system for robotic beam assembly was suggested[5]. In this study, the
robotic bolting device for beam assembly was briefly reviewed and extensive experiments were performed to
obtain bolting criterion to assure successful bolting tasks. With the results of the experiments, an angular
criterion and a force criterion between the beam and the robotic bolting device were attained. They can be
used for developing and improving the robotic assembly system.
2. Robotic bolting device
A robotic system used for construction automation is developed for bolt assembly automation[5]. In this
study, we introduce a robotic bolting device that consists of a robotic manipulator and a bolting end-effector
to assemble construction materials. For the robotic bolting device, a bolting mechanism using TS type bolt is
employed, by which the bolting procedure can be fairly simplified.
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Fiigure 1. 1/20 size model off Construction
n Automation
n System of High-rise Buildiing.
2.1

TS typ
ype bolt

Figure 2 sh
hows a sample of TS type b
bolt which has a pintail andd a breakneck at the end of the bolt. In a
general boltin
ng task, a workker should holld a hexagonaal bolt head an
nd rotate a nutt against the bolt
b with a
wrench. To usse general bollts in the robo
otic bolting sysstem, an addittional device or
o more comp
plex robotic
systems are reequired. But by
b using TS typ
pe bolts in thee robotic systeem, this problem is solved and
a lots of
advantages arre given to thee robotic systeem. Since a bo
olting end-effeector grabs both the bolt pin
ntail and the
nut from the pintail side at the same timee and twist them to oppositte directions, bolting
b
operattion is
nly at the pintaail side. It sim
mplifies the rob
botic system. Moreover,
M
thee pintail falls when
w
bolt
performed on
assembly ends, we can reco
ognize the com
mpletion of th
he bolt assemb
bly without otther sensing deevices.
2.2

Boltinng end-effector

A bolting end-effector is
i a device wh
hich operates the
t actual boltting task for TS
T type bolt. The
T bolting
c
of DC
C motor, gearr box, spring mechanism,
m
an
nd bolting parrts. The boltin
ng end-effector
end-effector consists
is actuated wiith a motor an
nd a gear box tto generate to
orque enough to fully assem
mble a bolt andd nut pair. Thee
pintail breaks when enough
h torgue is app
plied to TS typ
pe bolt and bo
olt assembly iss completed. The
T pintail
which remain
ns in the boltin
ng end-effecto
or is detached outside when
n the bolting en
nd-effector is pulled back.
Figure 3 show
ws the 3D model and the prrototype of th
he bolting endd-effector.

Figure 2. TS
T type bolt.
2.3

Robottic manipulator

The robottic manipulato
or has a gantryy type robot mechanism
m
wh
hich has 3-DO
OFs. The boltin
ng endeffector is attaached at the end
e of the z-axxis frame. Thee bolting end--effector is mo
oved to the reggion of
2
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interest ussing this robottic manipulato
or. Figure 4 is the prototypee of the roboti
tic manipulato
or. The three
frames of the manipulaation system fiit to three dim
mensional Carttesian coordin
nates, so that itt can be easilyy
t robotic manipulator,
m
th
he workspace of
o 830*830*3300
controlledd with a simplee control algorithm. Using this
mm² can be
b guaranteedd and the accurracy under do
ozens of micro
ometers can be
b achieved. With
W consideration
of the cleaarance betweeen the diameteer of the bolt and the size of
o the hole being approximaately 2 mm, th
he
accuracy of
o the robotic manipulation
n system is satiisfactory [6].

(a) 3D
D model of th
he bolting endd-effector.

nd-effector.
(b) Prototype off the bolting en

Figure 3. Bolting
B
end-efffector.

Figure 4. P
Prototype of the
t bolting maanipulation syystem.
3. Experimental set for the robottic bolting asssembly
Main purpose
p
of thiis experiment is to determin
ne the maximuum feasible bo
olting angle beetween the girrder
and the ro
obotic manipuulator, and to eexamine suppo
orting force of
o lockup deviice that preven
nts the bolt faalling.
Through the
t results of this experimeent, we confirm
m feasible bollting criterionss in bolting prrocedure usingg the
robotic bo
olting device.
In ordeer to replicate actual constr uction site in CF, an experim
mental set was made with a girder and web
w
plate. The web plate is specially
s
desiggned to align th
he beam and column autom
matically witho
out an addition
nal
operation of an operato
or. Figure 5 (a)) shows the exxperimental seet which consiists of the rob
botic bolting
g
n assembly, an
nd a FT(Force Torque) senso
or. The FT sensor is attacheed to a lockup
p
device, a girder/column
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device that is placed on the opposite side of the robotic bolting device as shown in Figure 5 (b). The Bolting
end-effector is placed on the bolting position by driving the x-y axis of the robotic bolting manipulator. And
bolting is performed by proceeding z-axis of the gantry type robotic bolting manipulator and driving the
bolting end-effector. We examined an acceptable bolting range between the girder and the robotic
manipulator for successful bolting tasks. The FT sensor has direct contact with TS bolt head in order to
measure the reaction force during the bolting process. Figure 6 shows relative angles between the girder and
the robotic manipulator, where we marked 1 to 5 degree lines on the ground. Using these marks, we
measured allowable relative angles between the girder and the robotic manipulator.

(a) Experimental set.

(b) Schematic diagram of experimental set.

Figure 5. Experimental set for measuring bolting reaction force.

Proceeding
direction of the
bolting end-effector

Θ= 5°
Θ= 4°
Θ= 3°
Θ= 2°
Θ= 1°
Θ= 0°

Figure 6. Relative angles between the girder and the robotic manipulator.
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(a) The
T bolting en
nd-effector is aapproaching.

( The pintaill of the bolt iss being inserteed.
(b)

(c) the bolt andd nut are beingg engaged.

(d) Bolting
B
is comp
pleted.

Figure 7. Boltting assembly procedure.
4. Experiment and result
r
Figure 7 shows boltiing experimen
nt procedure. (a)
( The boltin
ng end-effectorr is approachiing the bolt. A nut
is attachedd at the end off the bolting eend-effector by
b magnet. (b) The pintail of
o the bolt is being
b
inserted to
the nut sett on the boltin
ng end-effecto
or by proceediing z-axis of the
t gantry type robotic man
nipulator. (c) The
T
bolting en
nd-effector hollds the nut an
nd the pintail of
o the bolt at the
t same timee, and twists th
hem to opposiite
directions.. And threads of the bolt an
nd nut are enggaged. (d) Bollting is compleeted and the pintail
p
is detach
hed.
The proceeeding speed of
o z-axis of th
he robotic man
nipulator is co
ontrolled to bee the same as the feed rate of
o
the bolt. Bolting
B
experim
ments were reepeated 10 tim
mes each with varying
v
relativve angles betw
ween the girderr and
the robotic manipulatorr from 0 degreee to 5 degreee.
Δt1
hows reaction
n force measurred by FT sen
nsor with the relative
r
angle of
o 4 degree. During
D
,, th
he
Figure 8 sh

bolting en
nd-effector app
proaches the p
pintail of the bolt. Δt2 is th
he period wherre the insertin
ng and engagin
ng
task of thee bolt and nutt is performedd. While the bolt and nut are being inserted and engageed, the z-

directionall reaction forcce increases an
nd fluctuates. The force pro
ofile of Δt3 in
n figure 8 show
ws that the
reaction fo
orce is decreassed after the eengagement is completed. Itt means the bolting processs is being done
smoothly. In 4 degree of
o the relative angle between
n the girder an
nd the boltingg end-effector,, the maximum
m
orce to maintaain the boltingg task is 197N
N. Figure 9 (a) to
t (d) shows the
t bolting reaaction forces
reaction fo
according to the relativee angles from 0 to 3 degree. In each case,, the maximum
m reaction forrce is 48N, 1011N,
f
increasee as the relativve angle betweeen the robotiic manipulatorr and the girdeer
124N, 1555N. Reaction forces
increase. When
W
the relattive angle is m
more than 5 deegree, the boltting task coulddn’t be perform
med. Thereforre,
the criticall criterions forr the successfu
ful bolting taskk using the rob
botic bolting manipulator
m
a as follows: (1)
are
The relativve angle betweeen the girderr and the robo
otic manipulato
or is less than 5 degree. (2) The minimum
m
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force supportting the lockup
p device is mo
ore than 200N
N.

Figurre 8. Experimeental result. ( θ = 4o )

(a) θ = 0o

(b) θ = 1o

(c) θ = 2o

(d) θ = 3o

Figurre 9. Experimental results w
which has anglles between th
he girder and robotic
r
manip
pulator.
5. Conclusiions
In this stuudy, we obtaineed a force critterion and an angular
a
criteriion between th
he robotic bollting device
and the beam
m to guarantee the successfuul bolting task.. With variouss forces and an
ngles, extensivve experiments
were perform
med to evaluatee the feasibilitty of the boltin
ng tasks usingg the suggestedd robotic boltting device.
2
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The results attained by this research can be used to improve the performance of the developed robotic
bolting device and develop an optimal version of the robot. Moreover, with employing the suggested bolting
criterions, it is confirmed to control and operate the robotic bolting device safely and efficiently.
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